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Abstract—Currently, the mobile data traffic is tremendously
increasing and the solution is needed to handle this increasing
demands. There are several solutions to solve this issue. Among
them, the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is one of the
most promising solutions, where ICN reduces the network traffic
by caching the contents temporarily. So, ICN-enabled Base
Station(BS)s can provide these cached contents to the user,
instead of retrieving from the original server. Also, ICN-enabled
BSs aggregate the same content requests from different users
at the Base Stations, instead of forwarding every request to
the original server. Thus, the decision to cache the contents is
important and it should be effectively reduced the data traffic.
Even tough, there are several caching decision algorithms already
existed, we can still improve the cache decision for large scale
network with the help of big data (the information stored by
the operators). Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a caching
scheme which is working together with the big data platform
to predict the popular contents and cache these contents at the
BSs efficiently. We used Collaborative Filtering (CF) to fill up the
sparse matrix with prediction values. Then we predict the popular
contents list by using the Machine Learning (ML) technique with
the consideration of others context information. Depending on
the recommend list, BSs store the contents and send back the
feedback to the controller to update the loss function.
Index Terms—Content Centric Networking, Big Data, InNetwork Caching, Collaborative Filtering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The mobile data traffic growth is exponentially increasing,
especially on video traffic. In order to reduce network data
traffic, the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [1] is proposed. The basic concept of the ICN is that the routers or nodes
store the contents temporarily and provide these contents to
the users, instead of retrieving from the original server. Among
the ICN architecture, the Content Centric Networking [2]
architecture is popular. Therefore, for the 5G network, we
employed the ICN concept at the Radio Access Network,
where Base Stations (BS)s and Small Cell Base Station (SBS)s
are attached with cache space. Therefore, ICN-enabled BSs
and SBSs can store the contents temporarily and provide
these contents to their users, instead of retrieving from the
original server. In order to improve the performance of the ICN
caching, we used the benefit of Big Data technology [3] [4]
to predict the contents popularity, generate the recommended
list to cache the contents for each BS and SBS.
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Fig. 1. System Model

Previously, the contents popularity is assumed as the Zipf
distribution. Depending on the Zipf distribution, proposed a
different kind of cache decision algorithm. For the current
work, we consider predicting the content popularity and cache
the contents depending on the popularity values by analyzing
a large amount of user information. The challenges of this
work are as follows. Matrix completion problem is NP-hard.
It is difficult to solve overfitting and cold start problem, and
popularity prediction mechanism with contextual information
such as (event, the new movie or not).
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The network model is shown in Fig. 1, where the content
servers are located at the outside of the current Autonomous
System (AS) and the controller is located at the Data Center.
The complex calculation for predicting the content popularity
and recommending the contents list to a store of each BS are
done at the controller. The BSs and SBS are located inside
the RAN, where BSs and SBs have attached with the cache
space to temporary store the contents. All BSs and SBBs are
connected with the core network/controller via the backhaul
link. For the simplicity, we define the BSs and SBSs of the InP
as BSj , where j = 1, ..., J. There are total number of file F ,
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where F = 1, 2, .., f . The cache capacity of the BSj is denoted
as Zj ∈ Z, where Z is the total cache capacity of the whole
network in Terabytes. The BSj can not store the contents more
F
than that it cache capacity, f =1 xjf .sf ≤ Zj , ∀j, f , where
xjf is the binary variable and sf is the size of the content
f . The BSj stores the content f when xjf = 1, otherwise
xjf = 0. The users, those are connected with the BSj are
denoted as uj ∈ U . auj is the user association indicator, where
auj = 1 means that user uj associates to BSj , otherwise
auj = 0. Each user can only associates to only one BS, which
J
is defined with j=1 auj = 1, ∀u.
The overview process of our proposed scheme is shown
in Fig.2, which consists of five steps. 1) The first step is
the information collecting stage or recommendation requesting
stage. Every time t BSs and SBSs send their local information
to the controller to get the recommendation list. By using
these recommendation lists, BSs and SBSs make the cache
decision. 2) In the second step, the controller constructs the
sparse matrix. we used Collaborative filtering(CF) to estimate
the missing values. 3) In the third step, we minimize the least
square error of estimating the missing values by using the
Alternating Least Square (ALS) method. Then, we get the nonsparse matrix with predicted/estimated values. 4) In the fourth
step, controller filters and constructs the augmented popularity
matrix with the contents popularity values from the non-sparse
matrix. 5) In the fifth step, the controller generates an ordered
recommendation list to store the contents for each BS and
SBS.
III. E STIMATE THE MISSING VALUES
To estimate the missing values, we use CF, where CF
systems can be categorized into two groups: memory-based
and model-based methods. Memory-based methods simply
memorize the rating matrix and issue recommendations based
on the relationship between the queried user and item and
the rest of the rating matrix. Model-based methods fit a
parameterized model to the given rating matrix and then issue
recommendations based on the fitted model. Memory-based
methods store the rating matrix and estimate based on the
relationship between user and item. Model-based methods
construct the model with training data. Then predict the unseen
ratings with that constructed model.
The base station-content matrix is denoted as P =
{pij }nb xnm , where pij is the popularity value of the content
i at the BSj , nb is the number of BSs and nm is the number
of contents. Then, we estimate the missing values of pij in
P with a low-rank approximation of the base station-content
matrix P . This approach models both BSs and contents in
a low dimensional feature space. Each BS and each content
have a feature vector. Each popularity of a content of BS is
modeled as the inner product of the corresponding BS and
content vectors. Base Station and the content vector is Bnxi .
Content popularity vector is Cjxm . Predicted popularity matrix
is P̂nxm , where p̂ij = bTi cj . Then we define the to minimize
the root mean square error,

Fig. 2. Overview Process of proposed scheme

min
∗ ∗

b ,c



ij∈K

(pij − p̂)2 + λ(bi 2 + ci 2 ).

(1)

To solve the eq(1), we used ALS as in [5].
IV. P OPULARITY P REDICTING
The controller predicts the content popularity depending on
the context as in [6]. We consider, item fatigue, tiredness and
temporal features, similarity or diversity features. From this
step, we can get the ordered content popularity list. Then send
the lists to each base station.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a cache decision process with
the help of Big Data, where do we use the Collaborative
Filtering to estimate the missing popularity values and then we
predict the content popularity by using context information. To
estimate the missing popularity values, we applied Alternative
Least Square and minimize the root square error. For the future
work, we will run and test our proposed scheme at the SPARK
environment.
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